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It is a folk-theorem of traffic theory that if all sources have the same

stochastic behavior, then symmetries of a telephone connecting network

can be used to lump together equivalent states and to reduce the

number of equations to be solved for the state probabilities. The

structural and algebraic bases of this idea, and its connections to sto-

chastic models, are studied here by means of concepts from lattice

theory, group theory, and combinatorics generally. It is shown that

when offered traffic is homogeneous and routing is structurally con-

sistent, the state equations for certain natural Markov processes

(representing operating telephone networks) can be substantially

simplified by restricting attention to "macrostates," defined as the

structural equivalence classes of states, of which there are typically

many fewer than of states. Reduced state equations are then obtained

for general networks under simple Markovian traffic assumptions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most telephone connecting networks are built in stages of identical

units, arranged symmetrically in frames, and joined by symmetric

cross-connect fields (Fig. 1). As a result, their structure has so much
symmetry that it is possible quickly to identify at least some network

states that are "essentially" equivalent in that their combinatorial

structure is the same, and that they differ only in point of renaming

terminals, switches, links, customers, etc. It has long been known in the

informal lore of traffic theory that if the traffic sources at the terminals

have the same stochastic behavior, then these symmetries of the network

could be used as a basis for lumping together equivalent states and re-

ducing the number of equations to be solved for the state probabili-

ties.

Such a line of thought was first pursued in a formal way by S. P. Lloyd 1

in unpublished work dated September 19, 1955, and we follow it further
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here. But whereas Lloyd right away considered probability transition

rate matrices (for Markov processes) which he assumed admitted sym-
metry operations, we shall instead first relate the relevant symmetries

to the network graph and the semilattice of states, without reference to

a probabilistic model, and only later consider a natural traffic model.

Our approach remains combinatorial as long as possible, and allows us

eventually to include the effects of routing decisions, to connect the re-

duction ideas with optimal routing, and to find that certain natural

transition matrices necessarily admit the network symmetries. In par-

ticular, we show that a traffic model used in previous work2 has a tran-

sition rate matrix that admits the symmetries of the network graph,

provided only that the routing matrix used also admits these sym-

metries.

An additional practical incentive for the present study is the fact that

for small networks, such as concentrators, it is often possible to press

the advantages gained by reducing the states to their equivalence classes,

and to solve completely the problem of optimal routing. One can then

devise a circuit or a finite-state machine to mechanize the optimal

routing policy, as has been done by A. F. Bulfer for the RTA concentrator

structure. 3
-
4 Indeed, historically, it was our attempts to prove some of

Bulfer's surprising empirical results that led to a realization that a

thorough study of structural equivalence of states was valuable and

necessary.5-6

II. SUMMARY

Various preliminaries are in Sections III and IV: a model for discussing

connecting networks, with an account of the role of symmetry. Prior

results of S. P. Lloyd on the use of groups to reduce state equations are

described in Section V, and there is a heuristic discussion of some nec-

essary conditions on such groups in Section VI: they should be groups

of automorphisms of the semilattice of states that preserve the relation

of having the same calls up. The symmetry group Gn of the network

graph appears in Section VII; it is used in Section VIII to define struc-

tural equivalence of states and its associated group G„, and in Sections

IX and X to define a natural homomorphic image G v ofGn into G„ which

usually gives a more economical description of equivalence in terms of

a group than does G v. The semilattice of states induces a partial ordering

of the reduced states, described in Section XI.

The next four sections are devoted to detailed calculations of sym-

metry groups Gn , G v, and G v for various well-known networks: individual

2X2 switches in Section XII, a random slip concentrator in Section XIII,

a small three-stage network in Section XIV, and general crossbar net-

works in Section XV, including frames, cascades of stages, and the No.

5 crossbar type network. The final four sections consider a simple sto-
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chastic model for traffic in a network with routing decisions, and show

how the reduced state equations are derived in this setting.

It can be concluded that symmetry groups afford a precise definition

of structural equivalence for network states; this equivalence in turn

allows a substantial reduction in the number of equilibrium equations

for state probabilities in suitable stochastic models, thus extending the

range of computable examples. For modest networks the reduction

method can be used to perform optimal routing in explicit ways.5 -
6

III. PRELIMINARIES

We shall use a model for the structural and combinatorial aspects of

a connecting network. This model arises by considering the network

structure to be given by a graph G whose vertices are the terminals of

the network, and whose edges represent crosspoints between terminals

by pairs, with some of the terminals designated as inlets or outlets. Calls

in the network are described by paths on G from an inlet to an outlet.

Thus a connecting network v is a quadruple v = (G,/,12,S) where G is a

graph depicting network structure, J is the set of vertices of G which are

inlets, 12 is the set of outlets, and S is the set of permitted or physically

meaningful states. It is possible that / = 12 (one-sided network), that /

PI ft - 4> (two-sided network), or that some intermediate condition ob-

tain, depending on the "community of interest" aspects of the network

v. Variables w, x, y, and z at the end of the alphabet denote states, while

u and v denote a typical inlet and a typical outlet, respectively.

A possible state x can be thought of as a set of disjoint chains on G,

each joining / to 12. Not every such set of chains need represent a state

in S: wastefully circuitous chains may be excluded from S. The set S is

partially ordered by inclusions <, where x < y means that state x can

be obtained from state y by removing zero or more calls. It is reasonable

that if y is a state and x results from y by removal of some chains then

x should be a state too; i.e., S should be closed under "hangups." It can

be seen from this requirement that the set S of permitted states has the

structure of a semilattice, that is, a partially ordered system whose order

relation is definable in terms of a binary operation O that is idempotent,

commutative, and associative, by the formula x <y iff x =x Hy- Here

for x D y we can simply use literal set intersection: x y is exactly the

state consisting of those calls and their respective routes which are

common to x and y.

An assignment is a specification of what inlets are to be connected to

what outlets. The set A of assignments can be represented as the set of

all fixed-point-free correspondences from subsets of / to 12. The as-

signments form a semilattice in the same way that the states do, and A
is related to S as follows: call two states x,y in S equivalent as to as-

signment, written x ~ y, iff all and only those inlets utl are connected
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in x to outlets vett which are connected to the same u in y, though pos-

sibly by different routes; the realizable assignments can then be iden-

tified with the equivalence classes of states under ~, and there is a nat-

ural map y: S —* A, the projection that carries each state x into the

assignment y(x) it realizes, i.e., the equivalence class it belongs to

under ~.

With x and y states such that x > y , it is convenient to use x-y to mean
the state resulting from x by removing from x all the calls in y. Similarly,

with a and b assignments such that a > b, we use a-b to mean the as-

signment resulting from a by dropping all the connections intended in

b. Note that here x-y, a-b have their usual set-theoretic meaning.

It can now be seen that the map 7 is a semilattice homomorphism of

S into A, with the properties:

x >y=>y(x) > y(y)

x > y => y(x - y) = y(x) - yiy)

y(x n y) < y(x) n y(y)

y(x) = </>=>* =0 = zero state, with no calls up

Not every assignment need be realizable by some state of S. Indeed,

it is common for practical networks to realize only a vanishing fraction

of the possible assignments, and the networks that do realize every as-

signment, the so-called rearrangeable networks, have been the objects

of substantial theoretical study. Thus the image set y(S) of realizable

assignments is typically much smaller than the set A it is embedded in.

A unit assignment is, naturally, one that assigns exactly one outlet to

some inlet, and it corresponds to having just one call in progress. It is

convenient to identify calls c and unit assignments, and to write y(x) U
c for the larger assignment consisting of y(x) and the call c together, with

the understanding of course that c is "new in x" in the sense that neither

of its terminals is busy in x.

We denote by Ax the set of states that are immediately above x in the

partial ordering < of S, and by Bx the set of those that are immediately

below. Thus

Ax = {states reachable from x by adding a call}

Bx = (states reachable from x by a hangup}

Fore new in x , let Acx = 40 7
-1
[tU) U c]\ Acx is the subset of states

of Ax that could result from x by putting up the call c, because y~ ly{y

)

is precisely the equivalence class of y under ~. If Acx is empty then we
say c is blocked in x: there is no yeAx which realizes the larger assignment

y(x) U c. It can be seen that with Fx the set ofnew calls of x that are not
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blocked, the family \Acx ,ceFx \ forms the partition ofA x induced by the

equivalence ~.

IV. HOW DOES SYMMETRY HELP?

Symmetry in the structure of a connecting network, together with the

theoretically convenient (but in practice false) assumption of homoge-

neous or interchangeable traffic sources, leads to simplifications in

calculating state probabilities, loss, carried load, and other traffic

quantities. In most cases the simplification occurs because network states

that have the same structure to within renaming of customers, links, and

switches are in a definite sense equivalent, and because if traffic sources

are interchangeable, such equivalent states can turn out to have the same
equilibrium or transition probabilities. Whether they do or not depends
on the rest of the traffic model, especially on the rule used to make
routing decisions: roughly speaking, if the rule is consistent in that it

opts for analogous routes for analogous calls in equivalent states, then

equivalent states will (or at least can) have the same probabilities. In such

cases the state probabilities can be calculated from those of the equiv-

alence classes, of which there are usually many fewer, by considering,

in place of the original microscopic stochastic process on the set of states,

a macroscopic one taking values on the equivalence classes.

Our problem in this paper is to make all these notions, especially that

of "equivalent" states, as precise as possible in the general network

setting. In view of the central role of symmetry it is natural to expect that

the equivalence idea be expressed mathematically by means of group

theory, and particularly, in terms of the symmetry group of the graph

G depicting network structure. Applications to optimal routing in net-

works and concentrators will appear in later work.5,6 These applications

are considerably complicated by the following "problem of refusals":

It turns out that analytical methods for finding optimal routing rules

are greatly simplified if, as operator of the network, the telephone

company is allowed the option of refusing to complete an unblocked call

if it thinks that this denial of service will improve performance according

to some criterion of interest; with this added option the task of finding

out when to decline unblocked calls is part of the routing problem, a part

which it turns out is usually much harder than actually choosing the best

route if the call is to go in; however, it is often possible to solve the routing

problem up to refusals, that is, to specify optimal routes for calls that

might go in without ruling on whether they go in or not.

V. PRIOR RESULTS OF S. P. LLOYD

The relevance of group theory was well understood in 1955 by S. P.

Lloyd, whose unpublished work 1
is now sketched. He used a standard
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method of identifying an equivalence relation on a set with a group of

bijections of the set into itself. This method considers a group G„ of

correspondences of S onto itself, and describes "equivalent" states as

follows: G„ is said to be transitive on a subset X of S iff

(i) xtX,gtG„=>gX(:X

(ii) x,yeX =» 3geG v such thatgx = y

X is then called a transitive set. With |X| the cardinality of X, it can

be shown that
|
X

|
divides the order of G v , and that each member ofX

appears exactly

\G,\

1*1

times in the array gx, geG„, where x is any element of X. For each xeS
define irx = \gx:gtG v \. It can be seen that each irx is a transitive set, and
that for any x,yeS we have either irx = iry or irx C\ iry =

<f>.
Thus the irx

form a partition of S, and so G v induces a corresponding equivalence

relation = according to x = y iff there is a gtG v such that gx = y. Con-

versely, given an equivalence relation = on S, the set of all bijections g:S
** S with gx = x forms a group G„ under composition which induces =

in the sense above, and we have the following "summation formula:"

With a an equivalence class of =, x any member of a, and / a real valued

function on S,

E/(y)-M Zfigx)
yta |<J«| g(G„

Now let Xt be a continuous-parameter Markov process taking values

on S, with a stationary transition rate matrix Q = (qxy ), assumed to be

ergodic. There is then a unique probability vector p = \px,xeS\ such that

p solves the "statistical equilibrium" equations

E Pxqxy = 0, ytS (1)
xtS

p is the stationary probability distribution for x t . The group G v and the

relation e become relevant to eq. (1) when the matrix Q of rates is un-

affected by the permutations (of its rows and columns) corresponding

to g(G„; indeed, if G„ and = express what we mean by saying that

equivalent states differ only in respect of renaming customers, switches,

etc., this is the precise way that symmetry affects the problem of calcu-

lating state probabilities. This relevance is recognized in the fol-

lowing

Def. 1: Q admits G„ \ffgtG v, x.yeS =»

Qxy = Q(gx){gy)
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which leads quickly to Lloyd's basic 1955 results:

Theorem 1 : Let G„ be a group of bijections of S onto itself such that Q
admits G„, and let E = \irx,xeS\ be the set of equivalence classes induced

by G„. Then

(i) The projection map ir.x -» irx defines a "macroscopic" Markov

process irx t on E, with transition rates

Qafl
= E Qxy for xea and atE

yefi

and stationary probabilities [p„,aeE\ satisfying

(«) For each xeaeE,

atE

1

Px = 7TP«

Thus if Q admits G„, then equivalent states have the same stationary

probabilities, and these can be computed from a reduced state equation

of lower order.

Proof of Theorem 1: Everything follows from the fact that if 0eE,

then

L Qxy
ytfi

has the same value for all xcaeE', so we prove this first. If zea then by

transitivity of a there is a geG v with x = gz, so that

L Qxy = E <7tez)y = L <7tez)(£y) = E <7z;y

y</3 y«0 ye/3 y«/9

The second equality arises from g~ l = 0, the third from Q's admitting

G,,. Since x and z were arbitrary elements of a, the result is proved. It

implies, by results7 of M. Rosenblatt and C. J. Burke, that 7r;t t is a

Markov process with transition rates

Qae= E Qxy, any xea

and -rrxt is ergodic if x t is. Hence it has a unique stationary probability

distribution [pa,aeE] satisfying

E PaQaff = 0, fcE
atE
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Thus (i) is proved; to prove (ii) we show first that

Pa = E Px
xta

where \px ,xeS] is the stationary distribution of x t . We find

E E PxQap = E Px E Qxy = E E Px<7xy =
atE xta xtS ytfi yt/i xtS

since the inner sum in the last term is always zero. Thus

E Px, aeE
xta

satisfy the (reduced) equilibrium equations for 7rx ( , and so by the uni-

queness of its (probability vector) solution,

Pa = E Px
xta

Now define q by qx = \-rrx
|

-1
p TX and consider that

0= E PaQa0= E |7r*|
-1

P,rx<7(,rx)0
o«£ xtS

= E <7* E 9xy = E E Qxqxy
xtS ytfi ytffxtS

However if zeff, there is geG„ with y = gz, and (since q is constant on

equivalence classes) qx = q(g-ix ) so that

E <7x<7x>< = E <7x<7x(i?2 )
= E q(g-^x)q{g-^x)z = E <7x<7:«

xtS x«5 x«S xtS

Thus

E QxQxy
xtS

is constant over equivalence classes and so it must be zero. Hence q is

a probability vector solution of the equilibrium equation for x t , so q =

p, i.e.,px = \irx\- lp 1rx .

Lloyd's theorem accurately captured the relevance of the rate matrix

Q's admitting the group G,„ and he gave examples of the application of

his result to small networks, such as individual switches and partial ac-

cess concentrators, but he did not elaborate on the groups G v to be

considered. However, in applying such a result to traffic in connecting

networks we want to be sure that the groups G v we use reflect the intu-

itive notions of invariance of structure under renaming of terminals,

switches, etc. The theorem thus leaves us with these important questions:

What groups Gv are appropriate or available for describing equivalence
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relations = useful in applications to traffic in networks? What traffic

models give rise to rate matrices Q that admit these groups?

Furthermore, since we expect the applications we make of Lloyd's

theorem to networks to depend on both network symmetry and customer

interchangeability, not to mention routing, it would be well to have a

formulation in which these items are clearly separated, as they are not

in Theorem 1. What we need is a more specific definition of "equiva-

lence" of states, one independent of probabilistic models, and peculiar

to the network applications we intend, and one that reflects the idea of

invariance of structure under renaming. These requirements will be met

by constructing some groups that are appropriate from the symmetry

group of the network graph G; Lloyd entertained8 such an idea but did

not describe it in Ref. 1. We shall first argue that certain natural neces-

sary conditions, to be met by groups considered "appropriate," imply

that they should be automorphism groups of (S, <) whose elements

preserve ~; then we show how such groups arise directly from the sym-

metry group of the network graph.

VI. TWO INTUITIVELY NECESSARY CONDITIONS

We need properties and concepts that help make precise the notion

of "structurally equivalent" states. Some of these will now be arrived

at quickly and intuitively. Consider therefore two states x and y that

differ only in point of renaming terminals and links, but otherwise have

the same structure. In such a situation we expect to be able to make a

correspondence between the calls in progress in x and those in y, because

structural equivalence requires that each call c in progress in x have at

least one analog in progress in y, playing the role of c in the structure of

y. This being so, we see in the same way that the elements of Bx (ob-

tainable from x by a hangup) have a natural correspondence to those of

By, going beyond the fact that |BX | \By |
*= |x| = \y\: namely, to zeBx

we assign a state in By obtained by hanging up an analog of the call hung

up in x to get z, i.e., an analog of y(x - z).

An exactly similar situation holds for the sets Ax and Ay of states

which are respectively above x and y; actually, more is true, since for

every call c free and not blocked in x there will be an analog (possibly

more than 1), call it c', free and not blocked in y, and to every way of

putting up c in x, i.e., for every ztAcx , there will be a corresponding way

of putting up an analog c' in y, and thus a natural correspondence ofAcx

with Ac
'

y . It is intuitively clear that Ac
>

y cannot have either more or fewer

states than Acx , else there would have to be something structurally dif-

ferent about x and y to account for the discrepancy.

Let now g denote the partial natural correspondence we have so far,

with the properties gx = y, g{Bx ) = Bgx , andg(A y (z-x )x ) = Ay(gz -gX )gx
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for zeAx . As we indicated, not even this much ofg is unique. Nevertheless

we suggest that g can be extended in a similar way, and to be defined on

all ofS in such a way as to satisfy the commutation g{Bx ) = Bgx and the

distribution g(Ay (z
-x )x ) = A y (gZ

-gx )gx for zeAx . It is not hard to see that

these conditions are the same as

x <y=*gx <gy

x~y=*gx~gy

The map g then takes any state into one equivalent in structure, in such

a way as to preserve order in (S, <) and also equivalence in the other

sense of having the same people talking. We can expect thatg(S) = S,

and that g is one-to-one.

Now an isomorphism between two partially ordered systems (POS)

is precisely a bijection that preserves order both ways; in our case the

two POS coincide, so g is called an automorphism of (S, <). Since

equivalence is transitive, it follows that if there are automorphisms g,

h such that y = gx, z = hy, then there must be one / such that z = fx,

namely the composition / = hg. Hence one is led naturally to consider

groups of automorphisms that preserve ~. Thus while any equivalence

relation on S can be described by a group of bijections on S, we claim that

to adequately express what is meant by structure invariant under re-

naming, the groups of interest for a theory of networks should be auto-

morphism groups of (S, <). Thus the first part of this study of equiva-

lence s between states is the search, for a general network v, for a group

G v of automorphisms of (S, <) that preserve ~ such that the "usual"

definition of equivalence via a group, viz.,

x = y iff 3geG v 3 x=gy

agrees with what we mean by structural equivalence.

VII. SYMMETRIES OF THE NETWORK GRAPH

Structural equivalence of states rests ultimately on properties of the

network graph G that are independent of and prior to the choice of inlets

/, outlets Q, and states S that complete the description of a network v

= (G,I,U,S). In an informal way, one might say that the equivalence of

two states under renaming of terminals and links really depends on what

it means for the network to "look the same" to distinct terminals. As an

example consider two arbitrary distinct inputs on the left side of the

standard No. 5 crossbar type network in Fig. 1. It is obvious intuitively

that if the frames and switches are identical, and the connections within

and between frames correspond to complete bipartite graphs in the usual

way, then the network "looks the same" to two such inlets. The same is

true of any two interframe junctors, or of any two links from the same
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Fig. 1—Connecting network.

or from two distinct frames. We seek to clarify this informal notion of

"looking the same," and to develop it into a precise definition of struc-

tural equivalence in terms of a natural symmetry group for the network

graph.

Let us think of the terminals of v as the vertices, and of the crosspoints

as the edges, of the network graph G. It is clear that G is determined by

giving a relation N on the set T of terminals such that for t,s in T, tNs

iff there is a crosspoint or edge between t and s. N is the symmetric

"nextness" or adjacency relation that completely depicts the network

structure.

Now suppose that we rename the terminals in T according to some

permutation t. Most permutations would play havoc with the adjacency

relation; that is, if t and s had a crosspoint between them, then rt and

ts easily might not, and conversely. But there might be some permuta-

tions other than the identity which preserved N in the sense that for

every t,seT

tNsWMNM
In this case the permuted terminals have crosspoints between them in

exactly the same pattern as the unpermuted. It is the existence of such

an "iV-preserving" permutation t that we take as the precise meaning

of "looking the same."

The network "looks the same" to two terminals t and s iff there is an

iV-preserving permutation t of T into itself such that s = rt. It is ap-
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parent that these N-preserving permutations form a group, which we
call the symmetry group of the network graph G. We remark that this

group may be trivial (if there are no iV-preserving permutations except

the identity), and that in any case it in no way depends on what terminals

have been designated as inlets or outlets, or on what ways of closing the

crosspoints are to be allowed as physically meaningful states.

In most telephone connecting networks the set / of inlets and that Q
of outlets are fixed sets of terminals, and one is not interested in whether

the network "looks the same" to an inlet as it does to an intermediate

link or junctor; in most cases it will not, in any case, because of their

different functions in operation. So it makes sense to restrict the N-
preserving bijections we think of as renamings of switches and terminals

to those which either preserve both / and fi, or else map each onto the

other. This restriction defines a subgroup Gn , called the symmetry group

of G for / and fi, which will be used to define structural equivalence of

states.

VIII. SYMMETRIES OF THE SET OF STATES

The set S of states of a network v = (G,I, Q,S) represents all the ways

of closing the crosspoints which we regard as physically sensible. It is

closed under hangups, that is, under removal of a chain from a state; it

need not be closed under adding new chains, nor even under adding new
chains which by themselves already represent a state with one call in

progress. It is convenient, however, to require that sets of chains in a

structural equivalence class either all belong to S, or that none of them
does. This requirement of course implicitly assumes that we know what

structural equivalence is before we choose states for S; it will be seen that

the definition of equivalence below applies to arbitrary sets of chains

on G, so the requirement can be met as we choose such sets to belong to

S. Specifying the set S represents definite choice of the ways in which

the network with graph G is to be used.

We shall now use the symmetry group Gn of the network to define

what we mean by two states' differing only in point of renaming links,

terminals, etc. Indeed, it can' be seen intuitively that the symmetry group

Gn of the network induces a natural equivalence relation on sets of chains

on G, and thus on whatever such sets we choose as states: two sets of

chains on G are equivalent if there is some group element reGn such that

a terminal t is busy in the first iff rt is busy in the second. The incorpo-

ration of a map riGn in the definition ensures that simultaneously the

network looks the same to a terminal t and to its analog rt. For states,

then, we define structural equivalence by

Def. 2: x = y iff 3 rcGn 3 t\, . . . ,tm are the terminals busy in x iff rt\,

. . . ,Ttm are those busy in y.
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It is apparent that since Gn is a group, - is an equivalence relation on

S, partitioning S into a set E of equivalence classes a,fi, . .
. , and inducing

a natural projection map tt: S —* E such that

nx = \y:y = x\eE

The elements a of E will be the reduced network states. As in Section

V, we see that there is an associated group G v that provides an alternative

description of =; G,, is the group of all bijections g:S*-*S which map each

equivalence class a into itself. In fact, G„ is the largest strictly imprimitive

group of bijections of S onto itself whose sets of imprimitivity are pre-

cisely the aeE:

Def. 3: G„ = \g:S + S 3 g(a) « a for aeE]

Remark 1: As in Section V, we have x = y iff 3gtG,, 3 gx = y.

Remark 2: Although G,, is a group of bijections which does characterize

=, it is typically not economical. It turns out that a much smaller

subgroup of G„, defined directly from Gn , suffices to characterize as

in Remark 1. These subgroups appear in Section 10, and they are the

^-preserving automorphism groups desired in Section VI.

IX. ACTIONS OF TtG„ ON A AND S

An assignment a is a correspondence or injection from a subset of /

into ft. Thus an element reGn acts in a natural way on an assignment aeA

to produce a new assignment ra according to the rule that u and v cor-

respond in a iff tu and TV correspond in ra. Similarly an element rtGn

acts in a natural way on a set X of chains on the graph G to produce a

new set rX of chains consisting of the r-images of chains in X, thus: t\,

. . . ,t\ is to be a chain ofX iff rti, . . . ,rt\ is a chain of rX. In particular

a TtGn acts on a state xtS to produce a set of chains tx, and it is rea-

sonable to assume, as we have done here, that the choice ofS is consistent

with the symmetry group Gn in that S is closed under the action of any

reGn :xtS, TdGn => rxtS. This will ensure that either all the sets of chains

in a structural equivalence class are states, or none of them is.

Remark 3: Since r may map ft onto / its action on a eA may reverse the

"usual" order of the pairs (u,u)el X ft to (tu,tv)cQ X I. Therefore we do

not distinguish between an assignment

a - \{u,v)d X Sl:(u,v)ea\

from its inverse

a" 1 = \(v,u)& Xl:(u,u)ta\

or else we specify that when rl = ft then the action is defined by

ra = \{ru,Tu):(u,v)ta\
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X. HOMOMORPHISM OF G„ INTO Gv

The network symmetry group Gn depends only on the basic network

structure: the adjacency relation N of the graph G that depicts the

network, and the choice of / and 0, since reGn are restricted to preserve

inlets and outlets. The state symmetry group G„ describing =, however,

also depends on what sets of chains on the graph G are chosen as phys-

ically interesting or important states. Since Gn is used in the definition

of =, and thus of G v , it is not surprising that Gn and G v happen to be al-

gebraically related: there is natural homomorphic image G v
of Gn in G v ,

consisting entirely of ^-preserving automorphisms of (S, <), and de-

scribing the same equivalence relation =. Thus for most purposes it is

more convenient to use the "equivalent" subgroup G v than the full

symmetry group G„ associated with = by the standard method. The big

group G v induced by =, incidentally, is not necessarily an automorphism

group: consider, e.g., the 2X2 switch of Fig. 4 supra; clearly 5 = 6 and 1

3, but 1 < 5 and 3^6. Thus the map g defined by the permutation (13)

(24) (56) belongs to G„ but is not an automorphism.

Theorem 2: The action of rtGn on states x defines a homomorphism
T]:Gn —* G„ according to the rule that t]{t)x = tx; the image group G v

=
rj(Gn ) is an automorphism group that preserves ~.

Proof: For TtGn , define y(r)tG v by the condition t)(t)x = tx that t\t . .

.

,t\ is a chain of xeS iff rt\
t

. . . ,rt\ is a chain of t](t)x{=tx). The subset

v(Gn ) is closed under composition, so it is a subgroup G v of G„. If x <

y, then tj(t)x < t){r)y for each TtGn , so that each tj(t) is an automorphism

of (S, <). It is easily verified that 77(7-172) = t?(ti)77(t2); preservation of

~ follows from the definition of action.

Theorem 3: If every terminal teT is busy in some state xeS, then the

homomorphism rj of Theorem 2 is an isomorphism, i.e., it is injective

(one-to-one).

Proof: If t/(ti) = 17(72), let x be a state with one call up in which a terminal

t is busy. Then x consists of a single chain t\,...,t\ such that t is some

ti and j\tj = T2tj for 1 <j < 1. Then Tit = T2t, and since t is arbitrary we
have ti = T2, and so 77 is injective.

Remark 4: The following conditions are all equivalent:

(0 x = y
(ii) For some TeGn, x = ry = 77(7)^

(Hi) For some heG
v, x = hy

(iv) For some gtG v, x = gy
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2x2

Fig. 2—Small 3-stage network.

XI. PARTIAL ORDERING OF REDUCED STATES

It is natural to try to partially order the set E of reduced states ac-

cording to this idea: an equivalence class a is "above" another /3 if some

element xea can be reached from some member yefi by adding more calls,

i.e., if x > y for some xea and yt(3. Formally, we make the

Def. 4: a>0 iff 3xea, ye0 3 x>y
For this to define a partial ordering it must be reflexive, antisymmetric,

and transitive. The first is obvious; we prove the other two. Let then a
> and > a; to show a = /3 it is enough to show a f) /3 ^ <t>, because

each is an equivalence class. There exist x,zea and y.wefi such that x >

y and w > z. Since x = z and y = w, there exist automorphisms ti,t2*G v

such that t\X = z and r^y = w. Hence t\x > r\y and

T2y ~ W > Z = T\X > T\y

so that T\~ l
T<zy ^ y. But a state z that is above another ny and has the

same number of calls in progress equals it: z = r\y. So a (~) /3 ?± </>.

To prove transitivity let a > and (5 > y, so that there exist xea, y«/3,

ze(3, and we7 such that x >y,y = z, and z >w. There is an automorphism

TtG v such that ry = z, whence

tx > ry = z > w

Hence there is something in a which is above something in 7, i.e., a >

y. Thus > is a partial ordering on E = tt(S).

Remark 5: x > y =» irx > iry

Remark 6: The partial order > on E need not be a semilattice, and a

fortiori the projection tt:S —- E need not be a semilattice homomorphism,

as is y:S -* A, if A is ordered by inclusion. Figures 2 and 3 provide a
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^ :$ & $: *£ $:

^ ^ $: :£: $ 2$:

Fig. 3—Reduced state diagram for small 3-stage network of Fig. 2.

counterexample, as well as an illustration of the reduced states of a

network.

XII. 2X2 SWITCH

The next four sections are devoted to increasingly complex examples

that will illustrate the notions we have introduced to make precise the

idea of structural equivalence. Our first and simplest example is the 2

X 2 switch shown in Fig. 4. We arbitrarily label the inlets 1 and 2 and the

outlets 3 and 4. So with / = {1,2} and ft = {3,4} the network graph G is a

square with the terminals of / on diagonally opposite vertices, and

similarly for ft. The adjacency relation N consists of exactly the pairs

(1,3), (1,4), (2,3), and (2,4) together with the results of interchanging the

first and second members of these pairs so as to make N symmetric.

The maps of the terminal set T = {1,2,3,4} into itself which preserve

N and either preserve both / and ft, or carry one onto the other, are ex-

actly the permutations

identity, (12), (34), (12)(34), (13)(24), (23)(14), (1423), (1324)
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TWO - BY-TWO SWITCH EXAMPLE

/ ^EQUIVALENCE
CLASSES

N 1 ? 3 4

1 1 1

2 1 1

3 1 1

4 1 1

Fig. 4— Network graph, adjacency matrix, and states for 2 X 2 switch.

These 4-permutations form the symmetry group Gn of the 2X2 switch

for / = 1 1,2), Q = (3,4). This group has a nice geometric meaning in terms

of the network graph, the square in Fig. 4: it consists precisely of all the

rotations and reflections of the square into itself. The multiplication

table for this group is given in Table I, along with "generators" A =

(1423) and B = (12) which, under the relations A 4 = B 2 = identity, BA
= A 3B, identify the group as (an isomorph of) the dihedral group D4 of

order 8. Every terminal is busy in some state, so Theorem 3 applies and

we need only calculate Gn to define =, instead of passing through G„.

The symmetry group G n describes the equivalence of states through

the action table in Fig. 5. Here the columns are indexed by states xtS and
the rows by group elements TiGn , and the t,x entry is the state tx defined

by the action of t on x, i.e., by replacing every chain {t^t^at by {it 1,7^2).
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Table I — Multiplication table of Gn for 2 X 2 switch

\ / B A 2B A 2 AB A 3B A A 3

tf \ / (12) (34) (12M34) (13M24) (14)(23) (1423) (1324)

/ / (12) (34) (12M34) (13)(24) (14)(23) (1423) (1324)

(12) (12) / (12)(34) (34) (1324) (1423) (14)(23) (13)(24)

(34) (34) (12)(34) / (12) (1423) (1324) (13)(24) (14)(23)

(12)(34) (12)(34) (34) (12) / (14)(23) (13)(24) (1324) (1423)

(13)(24) (13)(24) (1423) (1324) (14)(23) / U2)(34) (12) (34)

(14)(23) (14)(23) (1324) (1423) (13)(24) (12)(34) / (34) (12)

(1423) (1423) (13)(24) (14)(23) (1324) (34) (12) (12)04) /

(1324) (1324) (14)(23) (13)(24) (1423) (12) 04) I (12)04)

\ x es#######
Te6„\ 1 2 3 4 5 6 1) (T)

I 1 2 3 4 5 6 I

(12) 2 1 4 3 6 5 (12) (34) (56)

(34) 4 3 ? 1 6 5 (14) (23) (56)

(12) (34) 3 4 1 2 5 6 (13) (24)

(13) (24) 1 4 3 2 5 6 (24)

(14) (23) 3 2 1 4 5 6 (13)

(1423) 2 3 4 1 6 5 (1234)(56)

(1324) 4 1 2 3 6 5 (1432) (56)

T X = 7J(T)X

Fig. 5—Action and isomorphism for the 2X2 switch.

Each row of the table defines a bijection ofS = {0, . . . ,6} into itself that

corresponds to the row index TeGn , and thus an isomorphism rj:Gn
-*

Si depicted by

t lid (12) (34) (12)(34) (13)(24) (23)(14)

V(t) lid (12)(34)(56) (14)(23)(56) (13)(24) (24) (13)

(1423) (1324)

(1234)(56) (1432)(56)

It can be verified that G v
= r}(Gn ) is an automorphism group of (5, <),
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INLETS /(LINES)
I

4 5 6

OUTLETS
Q

(TRUNKS)

Fig. 6—Random slip concentrator.

isomorphic to D 4 and preserving ~. It remains to check that = defined

with the help of Gn is in fact the intuitive one that is indicated in Fig.

4: looking at the values of rj in the two line table above we easily see that

5 = 6, 1 = 2 = 3 = 4, and no other distinct states are equivalent, so the

equivalence classes are JO), {1,2,3,4}, and (5,6}, as we had guessed. The

group G„ of all bijections which preserve these equivalence classes is

isomorphic to S 2 X S4 , a group of order 48; in contrast, the subgroup G v

is sufficient to characterize = and is only of order 8.

XIII. RANDOM SLIP CONCENTRATOR

The crosspoint assignment for a 6-line to 4-trunk random slip con-

centrator is shown in Fig. 6. The phrase "random slip" is old telephone

terminology that clearly originated as a description of the even or regular

way in which the incomplete access of lines to trunks is distributed over

the network, something like the statisticians' balanced block designs.

Figure 6 may also be depicted as the labelled tetrahedron of Fig. 7, with

the interpretation that an edge (line) "has access" to the two vertices

(trunks) that it connects. Figure 7 leads naturally to the network graph

(Fig. 8) and the adjacency matrix (Table II): just add a vertex of degree

2 in the middle of each edge, with the same label as the edge. In this

network every t is busy in some state, so Theorem 3 applies, G v
« Gn ,

and we need only calculate Gn . The reduced states are shown in a con-

venient representation as a partially ordered system in Fig. 9.

Thus we seek maps of / = (1,2, ... ,6) and Q = (7,8,9,10) into themselves

which preserve adjacency. It can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7 that every
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Fig. 7—Labeled tetrahedron.

Fig. 8—Network graph for concentrator.

Table II — Adjacency matrix for concentrator

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1 1

2 1 1

3 1 1

4 1 i

5 1 1

6 1 1

7 1 1 1

8 1 1 1

9 1 1 1

10 1 1 1
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EDGES =LINES
VERTICES =TRUNKS

m ARROW POINTS
TO TRUNK IN USE

Fig. 9—Reduced states of random slip concentrator.

permutation of (7,8,9,10) forces a unique permutation of (1, ... ,6} if ad-

jacency is to be preserved; graphically, we see that all the maps we seek

are rotations or reflections of the tetrahedron of Fig. 7 into itself, and

that all permutations of (7,8,9,10) are allowed. More formally, every

transposition of Q is allowed and requires a unique pair of disjoint

transpositions in / according to the table

(78) forces (24) (35)

(89) forces (12) (56)

(9 10) forces (23) (45)

(7 10) forces (15)(26)

(7 9) forces (14) (36)

(8 10) forces (13)(46)

Since the allowed maps form a group, and every permutation of ft is a

product of transpositions, every permutation of ft forces a unique one
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Table III — Gn for concentrator

id.

(78)

(89)

(910)
(7 10)

(79)

(810)
(78)(9 10)

(89)(7 10)

(79) (8 10)

(789)

(798)

(78 10)

(7 10 8)

(79 10)

(7 10 9)

(89 10)

(8 10 9)

(789 10)

(798 10)

(79 10 8)

(78 10 9)

(7 10 89)

(7 10 98)

id.

(24)(35)

(12M56)
(23)(45)

(15)(26)

(14)(36)
(13)(46)

(25X34)
(16X25)
(16X34)

(142X356)
(124X356)
(153X246)
(135X264)
(145X263)
(154X236)
(123X465)
(132) (456)

(1463X25)
(2453X16)
(1265X34)
(1562) (34)

(3542X16)
(3641X25)

of /, as claimed. It follows that Gn is isomorphic to S4, and consists of

the permutations shown in Table III. The "forced" permutations of /

are of course a subgroup of S6 isomorphic to S4.

XIV. CLOS NETWORK EXAMPLE

The crosspoint structure and network graph for the simplest 3-stage

Clos rearrangeable network are shown in Figs. 10-11. A planar form of

the network graph is on Fig. 12. At the start of this paper we loosely de-

scribed the invariances of structure to be studied as those associated with

"renaming terminals, switches, and links." The little Clos network now
under discussion gives us a specific example of what this means: it means,

of course, permuting these entities while preserving the structure, e.g.,

interchanging switches in a stage while dragging along each switch's rat's

, 2 X 2 SWITCHES-- ,.

It 5

1

9

Fig. 10—Simple 3-stage Clos network.
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Fig. 11—Crosspoint structure and network graph for 3-stage Clos network made
of 2 X 2 switches.

nest of links that connect to other stages. In particular, the organization

of crosspoints into switches must also be preserved by these permuta-

tions of terminals, switches, and links. In the next section (XV) we shall

describe how this constraint provides an approach to calculating the

group Gn for general crossbar networks. For the present we show how
the approach applies to the example under discussion.

Any 16-permutation that preserves the adjacency or crosspoint

structure depicted in Fig. 11 must permute the inner terminals or links

(5,6, . . . ,12} among themselves only, and it can do so in exactly the 16

ways shown in Table IV. It is readily seen that (i) these 16 ways corre-

spond to interchanging switches, and rotating or reflecting the network,

Fig. 12—Planar form of network graph of Fig. 11.
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Table IV — Allowed permutations of inner terminals for 3-stage

Clos network of 2 X 2 switches

No. Map Type Action, if simple

1 id. Sfl move no switches

2 (57)(68)(9 11)(1012) .S'.S interchange m. sw.

3 (9 10)(11 12) sm interchange rt. sw.

4 (57)(68)(9 12)(10 11) sm interchange rt. and m. sw.

5 (56X78) ms interchange 1 sw.

6 (58)(67)(9 11)(10 12) ms interchange 1. and m. sw.

7 (56)(78)(9 10)(11 12) mm interchange rt. and 1. sw.

8 (58)(67)(9 12)(10 11) mm rt., m., and 1.

9 (59)(7 11)(6 10)(8 12) aa rotate about vertical axis

10 (5 11)(79)(612)(810) aa
11 (510 69M7 12 811) ad
12 (512 611)(7 10 8 9) ad
13 (5 9 610)(7 11812) da
14 (5 11612)(7 9 810) da
15 (512)(611)(7 10)(89) dd
16 (5 10)(69)(7 12)(811) dd

and (ii) that they form a subgroup of Si$. Each of these ways can "go

with" a number (here always 16) of permutations of outer terminals

among themselves, to form an element of Gn . By writing down the

possible ways this matching can be done (so as to preserve adjacency)

we get a brute force way of calculating the group Gn for the 3-stage Clos

network made of 2 X 2 switches.

The matching in question has a block structure: the permitted per-

mutations of links can be partitioned in such a way that to each parititon

element there corresponds a set of permitted permutations of outer

terminals any one of which can "go with" each link permutation in the

element. This block structure is indicated in Table IV by the type

symbol; all allowed link permutations of the same type can match with

all the same permutations of the outer terminals. Thus to present Gn

Table V — Gn for Clos network example

Type

id.

(12)

(34)

(13 14)

(15 16)

(12)(34)

(12)(13 14)

(12)(15 16)

(34)(13 14)

(34)(15 16)

(13 14)(15 16)

(12)(34)(13 14)

(12)(34)(15 16)

(12)(1314)(1516)
(34)(13 14)(15 16)

(12)(34)(13 14)(15 16)

(13 1)(14 16)

(13 16)(14 15)

(12)(13 15)(14 16)

(12)(13 16)(14 15)

(34)(13 15)(14 16)

(34)(13 16)(14 15)

(12)(34)(13 15)(14 16)

(12)(34)(13 16)(14 15)

(13 15 14 16)

(13 16 14 15)

(12)(13 15 14 16)

(12)(13 16 1415)
(34)(13 15 14 16)

(34)(13 16 14 15)

(12)(34)(13 151416)
(12)(34)(13 16 14 15)
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Table V — (Continued)

Type

(13X24)
(14)(23)

(13)(24)(13 14)

(14)(23)(13 14)

(13)(24)(15 16)

(14)(23)(1516)
(13)(24)(13 14)(15 16)

(14)(23)(13 14)(15 16)

(1324)

(1324X13 14)

(1423X13 14)

(1324X15 16)

(1423X15 16)

(1324X13 14X15 16)

(1423X13 14X15 16)

(1324)(13 15)(14 16)

(1324X13 16)(14 15)

(1423X13 15X14 16)

(1423X13 16)(14 15)

(13)(24)(13 15)(14 16)

(13)(24)(13 16X14 15)

(14)(23)(13 15X14 16)

(14)(23)(13 16X14 15)

(1324X13 15 1416)
(1423X13 151416)
(1423X13 161415)
(13)(24)(1315 14 16)

(13)(24)(13 16 14 15)

(14X23X13 15 1416)
(14)(23)(13 161415)

Type aa ad

(1 13)(2 14)(3 15)(4 16) (115 313X2 16 4 14)

(1 13)(2 14)(3 16X4 15) (1 16 3 13)(2 15 4 14)

(114)(213)(3 15)(4 16) (1 15 413X216 3 14)

(1 14)(2 13X3 16X4 15) (1 16 413X2 15 314)
(1 13X2 14X3 15 4 16) (1 15 314X2 16 4 13)

(1 13)(2 14)(3 16 4 15) (1 16 3 14X2 15 4 13)

(1 14)(2 13)(3 15 4 16) (1 15 414)(2 16 3 13)

(1 14)(2 13)(3 16 4 15) (1 16 4 14)(2 15 3 13)

(1 13 214)(3 15)(4 16) (115 3 13 216 4 14)

(113 214)(3 16)(4 15) (1 16 3 13 2 15 414)
(1 14 213X3 15X4 16) (1 15 4 13 2 16 3 14)

(1 14 213)(3 16)(4 15) (1 16 4 13 2 15 3 14)

(113 214X3 15 4 16) (115 3 14 216 413)
(1 13 2 14)(3 16 4 15) (1 16 3 14 2 15 4 13)

(1 14 2 13)(3 15 4 16) (1 15 4 14 2 16 3 13)

(1 14 213X3 16 4 15) (1 16 414 2 15 3 13)

Type

(1 13 4 15X2 14 3 16) (1 15)(2 16)(3 13)(4 14)

(1 13 4 16X2 14 3 15) (1 15)(2 16X3 14)(4 13)

(1 13 3 15X2 14 4 16) (1 16)(2 15)(3 13)(4 14)

(1 13 3 16X2 144 15) (1 16)(2 15)(3 14)(4 13)

(1 14 4 15)(2 13 3 16) (1 15X2 16X3 13 4 14)

(1 14 4 16X2 13 3 15) (1 15)(2 16)(3 14 4 13)

(1 14 3 15X2 13 4 16) (1 16)(2 15)(3 13 4 14)

(1 14 3 16X2 13 4 15) (1 16X2 15X3 14 4 13)

(1 13 3 15 2 14 4 16) (115 216X3 13X4 14)

(1 13 3 16 2 14 4 15) (115 2 16)(3 14)(4 13)

(1 13 4 15 2 14 3 16) (116 215X313X4 14)

(1 13 4 16 2 14 3 15) (116 215)(3 14X4 13)

(1 14 3 15 2 13 4 16) (1 15 2 16X313 414)
(1 14 3 16 2 13 4 15) (1 15 2 16)014 4 13)

(114 4 15 2 13 3 16) (1 16 2 15)013 4 14)

(1 14 4 16 2 13 3 15) (1 16 2 15)014 4 13)

it is enough to list the "outer" permutations that match each type of

"inner"; this is done in Table V. The reduced states are in Fig. 13.

The multiplication table of the group of "inner" or switch permuta-
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/ A

ef-Pc^ n-n-p ch-n-D nrt^a
nf P u-d a D-D-a Dtfa

D-D-a
nan

i

a a d
nan

Fig. 13—Reduced states for 3-stage Clos network made of switches.

tions can be calculated from the cycle representations of Table IV; it is

displayed in Table VI, from which it can be seen that elements R\ = 2,

#2 = 4, and R3 = 15 satisfy the relations

(R1R3) 2 = (R2R1) 4 = (R2R3)4 = identity

which identify the group as (an isomorph of) S2 * D4. This factorization

is related to the fact that the type of a product is determined by the types

of the factors in a way that is summarized in Table VII, in which the row
is the type of the first factor, and the column that of the second. Indeed

the type symbols themselves form an isomorph of D4 under the "mul-

tiplication" Table VII. What is more, we can identify this group as the

subgroup (s D4) of the link or switch permutation group which restricts

attention to the motion of the outer switches. Clearly the motion of the

two middle switches is independent of that of the outer ones; this fact

shows up in the feature that every type consists of just two permutations,

and in the factor S2 in the switch permutation group. The possible in-
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Table VI — Multiplication table for switch permutation group

id.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

id. 1 2 3 4 5 fi 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

2 1 4 3 6 6 8 7 10 9 12 11 14 13 16 15

3 4 1 2 7 8 5 6 11 12 9 10 16 15 14 13

4 3 2 1 8 7 6 5 12 11 10 9 15 16 13 14

5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 13 14 16 15 9 10 12 11

6 5 8 7 2 1 4 3 14 13 15 16 10 9 11 12

7 8 5 6 3 4 1 2 16 15 13 14 11 12 10 9

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 15 16 14 13 12 11 9 10

9 10 13 14 11 12 16 15 1 2 5 6 3 4 8 7

10 9 14 13 12 11 15 16 2 1 6 5 4 3 7 8

11 12 16 15 9 10 13 14 3 4 7 8 1 2 6 5

12 11 15 16 10 9 14 13 4 3 8 7 2 1 5 6

13 14 9 10 16 15 11 12 5 6 1 2 7 8 4 3

14 13 10 9 15 16 12 11 6 5 2 1 8 7 3 4

15 16 12 11 14 13 10 9 8 7 4 3 6 5 1 2

16 15 11 12 13 14 9 10 7 8 3 4 5 •6 2 1

Type ss ss sm sm ms ms mm mm aa aa ad ad da da dd dd

terchanges of outer switches are summarized in Fig. 14 and they corre-

spond to the type symbols as follows

switch interchange 1 r I h u x a b

type symbol 1 sm ms aa mm dd da ad

The switch interchange symbols of course also form a group s D4 under

the multiplication transferred from the type symbols; indeed \l,h,v,x),

\l,r,l,u\, and \l,a,b,u\ each forms a sub-"Vierergruppe":

XV. CALCULATION OF G„ FOR CROSSBAR NETWORKS

In connecting networks built out of stages of rectangular crossbar

switches, a permutation of the terminals cannot preserve adjacency in

the network graph unless it maps the terminals of each switch onto those

of some switch, either itself or another one, so as to either preserve or

Table VII — "Multiplication" table for type symbols. Top row:

generators identifying with D4 . Left column: identification with

outer switch interchanges.

A»B AB .4 A* A 2 H A 2B
aa dd da ad mm ms sm

aa ss mm sm ms dd ad da aa
dd mm ss ms sm aa da ad dd
da ms sm mm ss ad dd aa da
ad sm ms ss mm da aa dd ad

V mm dd an ad da ss sm ms mm
t ms da ad aa dd sm ss mm ms
r sm ad da dd aa sm mm ss sm
1 ss aa dd da ad mm ms sm ss
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TYPE OF INTERCHANGE

a

n

D
RIGHT VERTICAL

LEFT VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL. BOTH

DIAGONAL

COMPOSITE, WITH CYCLE
- LENGTH 4. AND TWO

POSSIBLE ORIENTATIONS

Fig. 14—Possible interchanges of outer switches.

interchange inlets and outlets. It follows that any such permutation

determines a permutation of the switches, and that the set Gs of such

induced "switch permutations" is again a group, which we call the switch

permutation group. The task of calculating Gn for a crossbar network

is substantially simplified by first finding Gs .

In the language of group theory, the symmetry group Gn for a crossbar

network must be an imprimitive group, because it consists of permu-
tations that either preserve switches or map them onto each other. In-

deed it can be seen that the map <f> which assigns to each geGn the switch

permutation that g induces is a homomorphism of Gn onto Gs . Once a

permitted switch permutation peGs is chosen, each element in <A
-1

ip|

is determined by choosing, for each permuted outer switch, a map which
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Fig. 15—Frame with "canonical" complete bipartite cross-connect field.

assigns the outer terminals of that switch to the outer terminals of its

image under p. These maps are independent, so we have proved

Theorem 4: If v is a crossbar network, then

Gn Gs xns,
|

where the product is over outer switches o, \o\ is the number of inlets

(outlets) on o and Sk is the symmetric group on k objects.

For many crossbar networks made of stages it is rather straightforward

to calculate the switch permutation group Ga, because Gs turns out to

be isomorphic to a semidirect product of groups that are determined by

the way the stages are joined together.

Example: Frame. It is clear that for a frame made of two identical

stages, interconnected by the "canonical" (complete bipartite) cross-

connect field as shown in Fig. 15, Gs will consist of all maps that take the

inlet switches onto the outlet switches and vice versa, together with all

maps that permute the inlet switches among themselves, and also the

outlet switches among themselves. If each stage has n switches, then Gs

is isomorphic to the largest imprimitive permutation group on 2n objects

with two equinumerous sets of imprimitivity. If 1, ... ,n are the inlet and

n + 1, . . . ,2n are the outlet switches respectively, then

Gs = Fn U *Fn

where Fn is the isomorph of {Sn )
2 in S2n which permutes 1, . . . ,n among

themselves and also n + 1, . . . ,2n among themselves and a — (1 n + 1)(2

n + 2)-"(n 2n). Each switch is n X n, so

G n ~(Fn UcFn )X(Sn
)*»

It can be verified that the union Fn U oFn is in fact a group and a sem-

idirect product. The order of Gs for the frame is 2(n!) 2
. For n = 2, Gs

~

D4, the dihedral group of order 8.
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Fig. 16—Three-stage Clos network.

Example: 3-Stage Clos Network. From Fig. 16 it is evident that Gs is

the imprimitive group which permutes the middle switches, and either

permutes the inlet switches and the outlet switches independently, or

else maps inlet switches onto outlet and vice versa. If nov/Kn is the iso-

morph of (Sn )
2 in Sm+ 2n which permutes 1, . . . ,n and m + n + 1, . . . ,m

+ In independently, and Lm is the isomorph of Sm in Sm+2n which
permutes only n + 1, . . . ,m + n, then for the Clos network of Fig. 16,

Gs = (Kn UrKn)XLm
where t = (1 2n + l)-(n 3m), and Gn « Gs X (Sm )

2n
. For the case m =

n = 2, treated in detail in Section XIV, we have Gs « 52 X D4 and Gn ~
(S2)5 X D4. It is now easy to see that the S2 X D 4 structure of Gs arises

from viewing the outer stages as a frame that yields D 4 as in the previous

example, while the S2 arises from permuting the middle switches.

Example: Cascade of s stages with "complete bipartite" cross-connect.

The structure of this network is shown in Fig. 17. The parity of s plays

a role here, as follows: If s is odd, then under a switch permutation the

switches of the middle stage can only go into each other, and as we saw
in the previous example, they contribute to Gs a group factor isomorphic

STAGE NO. 1 [s/2] + 1

\ /*
n [s/2] + 1

\

/

\

[n- 1)s+1

nxn SWITCHES n [s/2] +n

Fig. 17—Cascade of s stages with "complete bipartite" cross connect.
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3n^ + 1

Fig. 18—No. 5 crossbar type network.

to Sn . Whatever the parity of s the noncentral switches contribute a

factor isomorphic to an imprimitive group (not the largest) with 2[s/2]

sets of imprimitivity; these are partitioned into pairs and the group el-

ements either map each set onto itself, or each set onto its paired set, and

never some of each. If the switches are numbered as in Fig. 17, this group

is essentially the semidirect product

Mn U 6Mn

where Mn is the largest subgroup of Ssn which fixes all the central

switches and permutes vertically within every other stage, and

Finally

= n (kn+l(s -l-k)n+ l)~.(fera + n sn - kn)
k=0

Ga
m (M„ U 0Mn)(Sn)°-*l>W

Example: No. 5 Crossbar. With the switches numbered as in Fig. 18,

let Pn be the isomorph of (S„) 3 in S4n 2 which for k = 0,1,2,3, permutes

kn2 + 1, . . . ,(k + l)n 2 among themselves in such a way as to map frames

onto frames, outer stages onto outer of the image frame, and inner stages

onto inner stages of the image frame, and inner stages onto inner stages
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of the image frame. Let

o = (1 3n 2 + 1)(2 Sn 2 + 2)~>(n 2 An 2
)

X (n 2 + 1 2n 2 + l)(n 2 + 2 2n 2 + 2)-(2n 2 3n2
)

Then

Gs = Pn U oPn

Gn - (Pn U oPn) X (Sn)2"
2

The remainder of this paper derives the reduced state equations for

the stochastic model of Ref. 2.

XVI. ROUTING OF CALLS

We shall use a routing matrix R = (rxy ) as a convenient formal de-

scription of how routes are chosen for calls. The class of routing matrices

R can be described thus: for each xeS let IIX be the partition ofAx in-

duced by the relation ~ of "having the same calls up," or satisfying the

same assignment of inlets to outlets; it can be seen that IIX consists of

exactly the sets Acx for c free and not blocked in x; for YeIIx , rxy for yeY
is to be a probability distribution over Y, that is rxy > and Y.yfYrxy -
1; rxy is to be in all other cases.

The interpretation of the routing matrix as a method of choice is to

be this: any YeIIx represents all the ways in which a particular call c (free

and not blocked in x) could be completed when the network is in state

x; for ye Y, rxy is the chance (or fraction of times) that if call c arises in

state x it will be completed by being routed in the network so as to take

the system to state y. The distribution \rxy,y e Y\ indicates how the call-

ing-rate due to c is to be spread over the possible ways of putting up this

call. Evidently, such a description of routing could be made time-de-

pendent, and extended to cover refusal of unblocked calls as an option;

we do not consider these possibilities here. The problem of choosing an

optimal routing matrix R has been worked on at some length, in Refs.

9 and 10; its relations to state reduction are described in forthcoming

sequels5,6 to the present paper.

XVII. STOCHASTIC MODEL

We now recall2 a stochastic model for the traffic offered to a network.

A Markov stochastic process x t taking values on S can be based on these

simple probabilistic and operational assumptions:

(i) Holding times of calls are mutually independent variates, each

with the negative exponential distribution of unit mean.

(ii) If u is an inlet idle in state xeS, and v ?& u is any outlet, there is

a conditional probability Xh + o(h), X > 0, as h —* 0, that u at-

tempt a call to v in (t, t + h) if x t = x.
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{Hi) A routing matrix R = (rxy ) is used to choose routes, as follows:

If c = \(u,u)\ is a call free and not blocked in x, then the fraction

of times that the system pass from x to ytA cx if c arises when x t

= x is just rxy .

{iu) Blocked calls are declined, with no change of state.

It is convenient to collect these assumptions into a transition rate

matrix Q = (qxy ), the generator of x t ;
this matrix is given by

1 ifyefl,

\rxy if yeAx

- \x\ - \s(x)ify = x, withs(x) = \FX
\

otherwise

CXy =

and the associated statistical equilibrium (or state) equations take the

simple form

[\x\ + Xs(x)]px = £ py + X £ pyryxxeS
yiAx yiBx

where \px,xeS\ is the asymptotic distribution of x t .

The remainder of this paper takes up the problem of correctly writing

some reduced state equations for the stochastic model we have de-

scribed.

XVIII. MULTIPLICITY

In an (unreduced) state x belonging to a structural equivalence class

a there may be several calls in progress whose termination would carry

the system into an equivalence class /3. For example, in Fig. 13, for a state

x in a = 7 there are two calls whose ending would yield a state from 3,

and there is one call leading to 2. Since we have assumed a unit hangup

rate per call in progress, the downward transition rates between adjacent

unreduced states is always unity; but as soon as we lump states into

equivalence classes a,fi, . . . these rates in effect add up. A similar situa-

tion obtains for new calls: there may be several calls free and not blocked

in a state xea whose completion could (under a suitable choice of route)

lead to a state in equivalence class /?.

We call this phenomenon multiplicity, and we need an account of it

in order to define transition rates between reduced states, and to cor-

rectly use6 and understand the reduced state equations.

The "hangup" matrixH = (hXY ) associated with a network v is a matrix

of zeros and ones that tells which states can be reached from which by

a hangup:

h Xy = XytBx
- XxtAy

It can be seen that H admits the automorphism subgroup G
v , i.e.,
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that

hxy = h(gX )(gy) geG v

H is so-called because if we make the standard traffic assumption that

all calls in progress terminate independently of any past history at unit

rate, then H is precisely the part of the transition rate matrix due to

"hangups."

The transition rate, due to hangups, from a state x to an equivalence

class /3 is

E hxy
ytfl

We claim that this number is the same for all x in an equivalence class

a, and that it is the hangup rate from a to /3. There are two ways of

proving this result, which will be put in the following form:

Lemma 1: The numbers \BX C\ 0\ and

E hxy

are equal; they assume the same value for all x in an equivalence class

a, and represent the hangup rate hap from a to 0.

Proof: Equality is obvious. The numbers are zero unless a covers /3 in

the partial ordering on E. Let xta, zta, z = gx where g is an automor-

phism of (S, <). If now yeBx O 0, then gycBgx = Bz , and gye/3 because

(3 is an equivalence class. Conversely ifyeBz (~) 0, then g~ lytBx f) 0, by

the same argument, so Bz f\ /3 = g(Bx (~) 0)- The result follows because

g is a bijection.

Alternative proof: With xta, zea,z = gx as above, consider that where

w is any element of /3

\Bgx n 0| = e xyiBg
yd

= -^Zhx(fw) =Zhxy =\Bx nP\

The multiplicity question is more complicated for new calls than it

is for hangups; this is because only one state can arise by removing a call

c in progress, whereas possibly one of several could arise by completing

a call c which is new and is not blocked; as a result, the calculation of

transition rates between reduced states depends on routing decisions

as well as on multiplicity. For by itself multiplicity will only provide the
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calling rates which might take the state into a reduced state /i: whether

a particular transition occurs depends, however, on what state x the

system is in and what routing policy is being followed. We shall see,

though, that if the routing is consistent in the sense that it routes anal-

ogous calls analogously in equivalent states, then these calling rates will

depend only on ttx and (3, i.e., on the reduced states in question.

Mathematically this idea of consistency is expressed by the condition

that the routing matrix R = (rxy ) admit the group G„: if c is a call free

and not blocked in x, and reG
v , then in the terminology above, c and re

are analogous calls, x and tx are equivalent states, and t(Acx ) = A(TC )( TX >,

so consistency amounts to asking that we have rxy = r(Tx){ry) for yeAcx ,

i.e., that R admit G v
.

The matrix N = (nxy ) associated with a network v is a matrix of zeros

and ones that tells which states can be reached from which by adding

a new call; it is obviously the transpose of the hangup matrix H:

ft-xy = ftyx ~ XxtBy ~ XytAx

ThusN admits the automorphism subgroup G v , and we have this analog

of Lemma 1, with a similar proof.

Lemma 2: The numbers \A X f) /3| and

£ nxy(= nap)

are equal; they assume the same value na(j for all x in an equivalence class

a, and they represent the number n„$ of calls free and not blocked in x

which could be put up so as to lead to a state of /?.

To calculate the actual transition rate from a state x into an equiva-

lence class 0, we must use the routing matrix R. Notice that R is just N
with enough of the ones reduced (but still > 0) so that rxy summed over

ytA cx is unity for each x and ctFx .

For the traffic model assumed in Section XVII run according the

routing matrix R the transition rate from a state x into an equivalence

class /3 that intersects Ax is

E E rxy ( = £ rxy
)

ee in x y(pr\Acx \ yi$nAz Ic free in x yt0(~}A

not blocked

Notice that replacement of each rxy by 1 in this expression increases its

value to precisely

n a/i =\A x ni3\ = \[c:fc*(Aex )\\

Lemma 3: If R admits G v , then the numbers

are the same for xea.

£ fxy (= rafj )
y<PC\Ax
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Proof: Like that of Lemmas 1 and 2.

We put

A a — \0tE: /? covers a in the partial order ofE induced by <}

Ba = \(3tE: a covers in the partial order ofE induced by <)

These are the reduced analogs of the sets Ax and Bx , useful for writing

the state equations. It can be seen that

Aa = U tt(Ax )

xta

Ba = U tt(Bx )

xta

Let us set

<7«0
=

hap 0tBa

Xra0 QtA a

|-[Xs(x)+ |x|] xta, a = /3

otherwise

We can now informally describe the reduced equations as follows:

when R admits G v , they correspond to equilibrium equations for a

Markov process 7rx
f
on E whose transition rates up and down are \rap

and hafi
respectively, with the obvious necessary convention on the

"diagonal." In terms of the notation introduced above, these reduced

equations are

-paq„a = E P&hfia + \ T. Pprpa (2)

with q aa = — [Xs(x) + |:t|] for any xta.

XIX. REDUCTION OF STATE EQUATIONS

We can now give precise explicit conditions under which the original

"microscopic" equations of state can be exactly replaced by the less

numerous "macroscopic" or reduced equations for the probabilities of

equivalence classes. It will be shown that if the routing matrix admits

G
v
then the original and the reduced equations imply each other, and

that the state probabilities \px,xtS\ are constant over equivalence classes

a. Only the equilibrium case is considered.

Theorem 5: Let the routing matrix R admit G v . Then

(i) The "microscopic" transition rate matrix

Q=H + \R- diag[As(x) + \x\]X(S

also admits G v .
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(ii) The projection map ir:x -* tcx defines a "macroscopic" Markov

process irx t on the = — equivalence classes with transition rate matrix

\h ap + \ratj a ^ &

[qxx a = P, xea

(Hi) If p„ = Y.xta Px, then the equilibrium equations Y.x PxQxy and

£« PaQap imply each other.

(iu) If [pa , aeirS] solves the reduced equations, then \px , xtS} defined

by
Pa

px =-j—r , xea

solves the original equilibrium equations.

Proof: (i) is clear from the hypothesis that R admits G v , from Lemmas
1 and 3, and from the fact that s(x) = s(tx), \x\ = \tx\ for reGn . To
prove (ii) it is enough, by (Lloyd's) Theorem 1, to prove that

Y,Qxy
ytp

are constant for xea. For a = /3 this follows from invariance of s(-) and

|-| under reGn . If /3 covers a in the induced partial order on ttS, then

£ Qxy ~ A £ >*xy = ^a/3

Here we have used Lemma 3. Similarly if a covers 0, then for xea

£<7xy = Zhxy = \Bx C\0\ =ha(}

ytfi y (

by Lemma 1; thus (ii) is proved.

To prove the reduced equations from the original ones, we sum the

latter over xea, to get

£ px [Xs(x) + |*N = £ £ Py + x £ £ Pyfyx
xta xia yiAx xta yiBx

Since s(-) and |-| are constant over a, the left-hand side is just —paqa „.

For the first term on the right, argue thus: since hyx = unless yeAx

and
£ £

0tA a yt0

sums over (at least) all ye

A

x if xea, we have

£ £ Py
= £ £ Py £ hyx

xta ytA x PtA a ytff xta

= £ Lpy \By n«\
0iA o yi0

= £ Plih(3a
PiA„
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using Lemma 1. Similarly, since ryx = unless hxy = 1, we find

E E Pyryx = E E E Pyryxhxy
X(a ytBx xta 0eBa y«/3

= E LPy H rxy
0(Ba yt/3 xta

= E Pprpa
piBa

This proves the reduced equations from the original; the original ones

can be proved from the reduced by reversing the identities used above.

Neither argument depends on the fact (iv), to be proved next, that px

is constant over xta.

To prove (iv) we shall set px = pwx /\ttx |
in the unreduced equations

and obtain an identity. Substitution in eq. (2) and multiplication by |a|

gives, for xta,

pa[\s(x)+\x\] = \a\ E^+Akl ErV>*
l_

p*Aa |0|y«/S

= |«| E P/sy^rE hyx

+ a|«| E p^yirE ryx
f3tBa \P\y$t

- E P0T77 E
, r ,

E »(gy)x

i \ v 1
v- M ^+ a E P/3777 E 7777 E rX(gy)

/3<B„ \P\yt0\(* v \g tGn

1 1«|
- E Pp TT7 E 7777 E hyigx)

PtAa \P\ y t \(J V \ giG n

+ a 2- PtfTTT E 7777 E rtex)y

/3eA a |0|yej0xea

= E P/3 777 E E hyx

+ A E P/3 777 E E >>
/3«B« |p|yt/3a:ca

= E P/3^0« + A E P/3^«
/3*i4„ /3efi„

Since the left side is —paq aa , the substitution has resulted in the reduced
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equations. Since the solution p of the original equations is unique, (iv)

is established.
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